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Abstract: Entire Abstract restructured to incorporate `Introduction¿, `Case Presentation¿, and `Conclusions¿.

Conclusions: Added `and superstition¿
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References

1. Changed upper case (C H) `Cutaneous Horns¿ to `cutaneous horns¿
2. Replaced et al with additional authors: Requena L, Fanburg-Smith JC, Mukensnabl P, Hes O, Cada F. Also changed upper case `C H S W G S¿ to lower case `c h s w g s¿ in the title, `Gigantic cutaneous horns of the scalp. Lesions with a gross similarity to the horns of animals: A report of four cases.¿
3. Changed upper case `C C H¿ to lower case `c c h¿ in Cornu cutaneum at an unusual site.